Abstract: MicroRNA (miRNA) expression profiles hold promise as biomarkers for diagnostics and prognosis of complex diseases. Here we present a super-resolution fluorescence imaging-based digital profiling method for specific, sensitive, and multiplexed detection of miRNAs. In particular, we applied DNA-PAINT (Point Accumulation for Imaging in Nanoscale Topography) method to implement a super-resolution geometric barcoding scheme for multiplexed singlemolecule miRNA capture and digital counting. Using synthetic DNA nanostructures as programmable miRNA capture "nano-array", we demonstrated high-specificity (single nucleotide mismatch discrimination), multiplexed (8-plex, 2 panels) and sensitive measurements on synthetic miRNA samples, as well as applied one 8-plex panel to measure endogenous miRNAs levels in total RNA extract from HeLa cells.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) have recently emerged as stable, disease-specific biomarkers useful for diagnostics and prognosis of complex diseases including cancer.
[1] To this end, the ability of specific, sensitive, multiplexed detection and quantitation of various clinically relevant miRNA levels is critical.
[2] Standard assay methods based on polymerase chain reaction provide high sensitivity and sequence detection specificity, but are limited in multiplexing power. [2a, 3] Next-generation sequencing based methods, although providing high multiplexing capability, suffer from miRNA sequence-specific detection bias and lack of absolute quantification. [2a, 2b, 4] Microarrays, and other amplification-free detection methods based on direct hybridization of miRNAs onto a set of complementary probe sequences, are typically limited by the thermodynamics of probe hybridization, and thus allow limited discrimination between closely related miRNA sequences. [2b, 5] This limit in discrimination power is especially prominent in multiplexed assays, due to the presence of many sample and probe sequences with varying thermodynamic properties. [2a, 6] Recently, a single-molecule microscopy method, based on the principle of repetitive probe binding, has been demonstrated to achieve simultaneously high detection sensitivity and sequence specificity; [7] however, without an effective barcoding strategy, this method has only been performed on a single miRNA target at a time.
Here we present a multiplexed and highly sequence-specific method for miRNA profiling, by combining the principle of repetitive probe binding [8] and DNA nanostructure-based superresolution position barcoding.
[9] The programmability of our custom-shaped DNA nanostructures and its precise positioning of miRNA capturing probes effectively allow us to partition a single probe anchoring surface into multiple separable subareas, in a "nano-array" format, thus allowing a high degree of multiplexed miRNA capture and detection. Unlike methods based on spectrally-separable fluorophores or plasmonic interactions, [10] our method is not limited by the number of spectrally-separable probe species, and could potentially combine the advantages of a highly sensitive and specific single-molecule assay, [7] with a high degree of multiplexing capability (>100x). [11] We implemented geometric barcoding by using DNA origami nanostructures [9a] immobilized on a glass surface as multiplexed profiling nano-arrays and resolving the pre-patterned sites on DNA origamis through DNA-PAINT, a super-resolution fluorescence microscopy technique that has been demonstrated with imaging resolution down to <5 nm on densely packed DNA nanostructures (Figure 1a) . [9c, 12] To detect miRNA targets, we functionalized DNA origami nanostructures with anchor strands partially complementary (13 -17 nt) to the target miRNAs, which specifically capture and immobilize them on surface. The captured miRNA strand then displays a single-stranded region that serves as the docking site for DNA-PAINT imaging through transient hybridization of fluorophore-labeled complementary imager strands (Figure 1a) . Geometric barcoding is based on super-resolution imaging of the pre-defined asymmetric pattern formed by boundary markers, which defines the position of individual anchor sites in each immobilized DNA origami nanoarray, and the identity of their respective miRNA targets. Hundreds of uniquely addressable staple strands in DNA origami enable nanometer-precision molecular patterning with custom-defined geometry, which can be visualized and identified by DNA-PAINT imaging.
In this work, we designed a square lattice pattern with 20 nm spacing on a two-dimensional, rectangular DNA origami as our nano-array to implement the multiplexing strategy; the pattern consists of 4 boundary markers and 8 anchor strands, allowing simultaneous identification and quantification of 8 different miRNA species (Figure 1b, S1 ). Higher multiplexing capability can be achieved by using larger nanostructures (e.g., DNA tiles and bricks [11a, 11b] ) as nano-arrays or reducing the pattern spacing; alternatively, by using combinatorial designs of boundary markers as barcodes, a much higher multiplexing capacity could be afforded. In the present work, we selected 16 human miRNAs that are abnormally expressed in multiple COMMUNICATION cancer types as demonstration targets (Table S1) , [1, 2c] which are separated into 2 panels of 8-plex assays. To satisfy the technical requirements for DNA-PAINT, [9c] we first evaluated the blinking kinetics for individual miRNA targets. In each test, we designed a test DNA origami nanostructure with 8 anchor sites that are functionalized with the same anchor strand, all capturing the same miRNA target with high efficiency and specificity (Figure 2a) . The self-assembled DNA origami nano-arrays were attached to glass slide surface via biotinstreptavidin linkage (Figure S2) , followed by incubation with a high concentration (1 nM) of the corresponding target miRNA for 10 min at room temperature; DNA-PAINT was performed in the presence of a cy3b-labeled imager strand complementary to the exposed single-stranded region of the target miRNA sequence. We estimated the miRNA capture efficiency by counting the number of observed targets on the nano-arrays, and characterized single-molecule blinking on-time by fitting the histogram of blinking event lengths represented as cumulative distribution function of exponential distribution ( Figure 2b) . [9c, 12] To ensure suitable blinking kinetics for high-resolution DNA-PAINT imaging (ideal blinking on-time in the range of 0.5 s ~ 2.5 s), we designed and tested various anchor strand and imager strand designs of different lengths and hybridization positions on the target miRNA, and measured their individual capture efficiency and blinking kinetics. In particular, we tested the dependence of blinking on-time on the length and GC-content of the duplex formed by miRNA and imager strand, as well as the base-stacking between 3′ end of the anchor strand and 5′ end of the imager strand, when bridged by the target miRNA molecule. We noticed that the presence of this stacking interaction significantly increased the blinking ontime, giving us an extra degree of design freedom, also suggesting our system is potentially useful for single-molecule studies of nucleic acid base-stacking interactions. For each miRNA, we chose a combination of anchor strand and imager strand sequences, that enables both stable capture of miRNA target and suitable blinking kinetics for high resolution DNA-PAINT imaging (Figure 2c, S3, Tables S4 -S6 ). We then designed a new nano-array pattern with 8 distinct anchor strands, each optimized with capture efficiency and DNA-PAINT blinking on-time for a different target miRNA, and tested the multiplexing capability of our method. Our multiplexed miRNA assay was performed in three steps. First, we took a preincubation super-resolution image of the immobilized, empty DNA nano-arrays with boundary markers only, by using the marker-specific imager strand. Next, we incubated the origami samples with target miRNAs (3 -300 pM) for 30 -90 min. Finally, we took a post-incubation super-resolution image using a combination of imager strands for both boundary markers and 8 target miRNAs, allowing visualization of both the boundary markers and all miRNAs captured by anchor strands on the DNA nano-arrays (Figure 1b) . To measure the number of miRNA strands captured on our DNA origami platforms, we compared the position and orientation of the super-resolution imaged boundary markers on each DNA origami in the pre-incubation and post-incubation images. After image alignment based on the matched marker positions, we measured the number of captured miRNA strands for each target by counting the number of visualized points at their specific anchor sites, on all origami nano-arrays. We normalized the counts by the total number of valid DNA origamis for quantification (we will refer to it as normalized count hereafter). In a typical experiment, a total of 1000 ~ 1500 DNA origami structures passed our quality control criteria, within a ~40 μm x 40 μm field of view. (see Supplementary Note 1.6 for details).
We tested the effect on capture efficiency and normalized counts with different miRNA incubation time (30, 60, 90 min), and then chose 90 min as the standard incubation time for the following studies, as it maximizes the capture efficiency for reliable quantification (Figure S5) . The observed overall capture efficiency is likely limited by both origami self-assembly defects and miRNA sequence-dependent anchor binding stability. We then measured the calibration curves of the normalized counts 
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with target miRNA concentrations ranging from 3 to 300 pM for each miRNA target in the context of multiplexed assay ( Figure  3) . Representative images of DNA origami grids at various miRNA concentrations are shown in Figure S4 . As expected, we observed higher normalized counts for higher concentrations of miRNAs. Furthermore, the logarithm of target concentration showed linear correlation with the logarithm of the normalized count for all 16 miRNAs used in the 2 groups of multiplexed assays (Figure 3, S6) . We estimated the theoretical limit of detection (LoD) based on the measured normalized counts of the negative control samples (due to occasional origami distortions, poor imaging quality, or occasional non-specific probe binding events), converted to absolute concentration using the linear fits. The LoDs of all 16 miRNAs tested in our experiments ranged from 100 fM to 7 pM without further optimizations (Table S8) . We note that, even higher capture and detection sensitivity could be achieved with more stable anchor strands, e.g. using locked nucleic acids (LNAs) strands. [7, 13] To investigate the miRNA capture and detection specificity of our method, we tested samples containing different subset combinations of target miRNAs arbitrarily chosen from the first group of 8 miRNAs, with arbitrarily chosen concentrations (100 pM and 30 pM). The test was performed in the presence of all miRNA capture strands and all miRNA imager strands. We observed expected levels of signals for the on-target miRNAs, with background-level signal for off-target miRNA species, showing that our nano-array system can specifically capture and detect target miRNAs with negligible crosstalk between different miRNA species. (Figure 4a, 4b, S7) .
MiRNAs
with single-base mismatches or length heterogeneity have different gene regulatory effects and clinical roles; [1c, 2b] however, they are difficult to be detected specifically with direct hybridization based methods. [2a, 6] To further investigate the specificity of our method in detecting miRNAs with highly similar sequences, we went on to performed two groups of tests on synthetic miRNA sequences with a singlebase mismatch. (see Table S1 for sequence details). In both cases, we observed an expected level of signal from the correct target miRNA, while only background-level counts were observed for the single-base-mismatched target (Figure 4c, S8) , proving high specificity of our assay. These results demonstrated high specificity for miRNA detection of our method, against both different miRNAs and single-base mismatch miRNAs.
Finally, we tested our method for miRNA detection from HeLa cell extract. We first prepared total RNA extract from HeLa cells (at 400 ng/uL), then diluted the sample into imaging buffer (to 40 ng/uL) for single-molecule capture and quantification. We performed the test on the panel of 8 miRNAs shown above. Out of the 8 miRNAs in our test, 5 showed concentrations above our system's LoD. We observed the highest expression level for miR-21 (1.2+/-0.1 amol/ng), followed by miR-16, miR-145, miR-24, and miR-221; the other three miRNAs showed concentrations below LoD (Figure 4d, S8) . These measurements were consistent with previous reports, and further confirmed the specific capture and multiplexed, accurate quantitation ability of our method ( Figure S9 ). [10, 14] 
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In summary, we have developed a super-resolution geometric barcoding method for multiplexed detection and quantitation of miRNAs by direct single-molecule detection and super-resolution geometric barcoding, that achieves high detection specificity and sensitivity. Our method used programmable DNA origami nanostructures with pre-designed nano-array patterns for multiplexed capture, and high-sensitivity DNA-PAINT super-resolution method for amplification-free, single-molecule microscopy readout. In particular, we use the principle of repetitive binding for sensitive discrimination between closely related miRNA sequences. By effectively partitioning the space into separate sub-compartments for each miRNA species, we demonstrated as a proof of concept multiplexed measurements of 2 panels of 8 miRNA species each, using a single fluorescent dye and the same optical path.
In a sense, we have developed a nanoscale version of the microarray-based miRNA detection method, implemented on an optically super-resolved synthetic nano-array. Compared with microarray-based miRNA detection methods, our super-resolved, digital counting method has two advantages: (i) sequencespecific miRNA detection, especially, discrimination between single-nucleotide mismatch targets, (ii) accurate quantification of miRNA concentration by single-molecule digital counting.
Although only 8-plex simultaneous detection and quantification is demonstrated in the current study, a much higher degree of multiplexing could be achieved with our method, for example, by the combination of constructing a larger synthetic nanostructure array [11c] or using tightly packed capture probes (e.g. packing with ~5 nm spacing on the current DNA origami platform would potentially allow ~200x different miRNA species to be captured [9c] ), and spectrally-multiplexed imaging (e.g. four imaging channels with ~25 miRNA-targeting imager probes each would potentially allow ~100x multiplexed imaging simultaneously). Alternatively, by designing different boundary barcodes for different panels of miRNA targets as barcodes, and using Exchange-PAINT imaging method, a combinatorial multiplexing capacity could be afforded. A higher detection sensitivity could be achieved by using more stable anchor probes, scanning over a larger surface area, using a higher surface density of nanostructures, or more elaborate image analysis to further reduce false positive counts. Our method could potentially provide an accurate and sensitive alternative for highly-multiplexed miRNA profiling in both basic science and biotechnological applications.
